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TIME IS RUNNING OUT. SAFEGUARD YOUR IT.

WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS TO STAY
COMPLIANT?
DEMONSTRATE

APPROPRIATE

Businesses must be able to demonstrate
they are processing data in accordance with
the GDPR. This is the responsibility of the
controller. (Article 24)

Data controllers and processors must
implement appropriate technical and
organisation measures to ensure a level of
security appropriate to the risk. (Article 32)

IMPLEMENT

NOTIFY

Implement the appropriate technical and
organisation measures designed to comply
with data-protection principles. This must be
done effectively to integrate the necessary
safeguards into data processing to protect the
rights of data subjects.

Data Controllers must report a data breach
to supervisory authorities within 72 hours of
becoming aware of a breach. If the breach results
in high risk to the rights and freedoms of data
subjects, the Controller must inform the data
subject without undue delay. (Articles 33 & 34)

RECORD

PERFORM

Data Controllers must maintain a record of
processing activities under its responsibility.
(Article 30)

Perform a Data Protection Impact Assessment
(DPIA) to identify high risks to the privacy rights
of individuals when processing their personal
data.

COOPERATE

APPOINT

Work together with your Data Processor to
cooperate with supervisory authorities when
necessary (Article 31)

Appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO). It
is estimated 28,000 DPOs will need to be
appointed in the UK alone to meet GDPR
requirements.

References:
https://www2.deloitte.com/nl/nl/pages/risk/articles/the-general-data-protection-regulation.html
http://www.eugdpr.org/

How Support Tree can help you achieve compliance
At Support Tree, we provide the services you need to support your compliancy and regulatory requirements. Our qualified
engineers will assess your business’ current data protection and privacy management by conducting an on-site review,
allowing us to find where there are areas for improvement. From this, we will provide a detailed compliance report, from
which you can identify the key barriers in your systems preventing you from becoming GDPR compliant.
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HOW CAN SUPPORT TREE HELP MY BUSINESS
BECOME GDPR COMPLIANT?
Cyber Essentials Audit
The Cyber Essentials (CE) certification is a great first step on the path to adhering to GDPR.
Being CE certified is evidence that you have carried out the basic steps towards protecting
your business and data from internet based cyber-attack, helping mitigate ICO fines if you
suffer a breach.

GDPR Readiness Audit
GDPR will require more than just the CE’s basic technical controls, and by certifying to an
audited standard in addition to CE, you show that your organisation has a wider governance
system for managing controls protecting personal data. Our GDPR audit standard adds
several topics to Cyber Essentials which will aid your compliance, such as assessing business
risks, training staff, dealing with incidents and handling operational issues.

Encryption Services
As stated in Article 32, encryption of confidential data will be an essential part of the
regulation. Data Controllers and Processors much implement the appropriate measures to
appropriate all risks. Support Tree’s encryption services extend from server encryption to
laptop, smartphone and email encryption.

Disaster Recover and Business Continuity
A process for regularly testing, accessing and evaluating the effectiveness of security
measures for data processing is essential.
Support Tree provides a fully managed Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity service.
This means your systems will be fully monitored 24/7 and your data backed up to verify
they are recoverable.

Advanced firewall and antivirus services
Support Tree offer a multi-layered security stack which will help protect your business from
the fast evolving internet threat landscape whilst providing evidence of your efforts to
adhere to the GDPR.

Get in touch with us today for your GDPR IT audit

gdpr@supporttree.co.uk | 0800 292 2230
At Support Tree, we provide 360° IT support to ensure you can focus on
what matters the most, your business.

ARE COMPANIES READY FOR GDPR?
Although companies have been given around 2 years in which to comply, it appears that
many organisations are still struggling to meet the requirements of the upcoming
General Data Protection Regulation.

?

Several surveys seem to indicate that companies are behind with their preparations. A 2016
SonicWall survey polled 821 IT professionals across the globe with 80% revealing that they
knew little about GDPR. A massive 97% didn’t even have a plan in place. Similarly, a 2016
Symantec survey across 900 businesses in UK, France and Germany found 96% didn’t fully
understand the regulation. 23% said their organisation would not be fully compliant by the
go-live date of 25th May 2018. 20% believed it impossible to be fully compliant by the
deadline.

Under GDPR, companies must create procedures that limit who can access shared files hosted
on platforms like Dropbox or Sharepoint. The UK picture doesn’t look particularly rosy based
on a new survey from Identity Methods. They reported that less than 15% of UK organisations
are ready for GDPR, with 38% still not aware of the new rules. Even fewer (4%) have planned
their compliance. A 2016 Baker McKenzie report suggested, “45% of businesses either do not
have the tools to ensure their organisation complies with the main requirements under the
GDPR, or could only obtain such tools at significant cost”.
Companies need to understand that GDPR isn’t a set of guidelines for best practice, it’s a
new set of laws. Certainly, the laws shouldn’t be a surprise for marketers who will appreciate
use of customer data has been a hot topic for years compounded by the advent of social
media, cloud computing and IoT. Taking ownership, whether it’s marketing, IT or finance,
needs to happen at board level if businesses want to meet the challenge of GDPR
compliancy.

IT'S NOT ALL DOOM, GLOOM AND FINES
LOWER TIER
€10 MILLION / 2%
GLOBAL ANNUAL
TURNOVER
HIGHER TIER
€20 MILLION / 4%
GLOBAL ANNUAL
TURNOVER

The GDPR sanctions are enough to make anyone WannaCry...
However it's not all doom and gloom - there are concrete benefits
from the changes needed by the regulation. Here are three:
Customer focus - GDPR is improving the experience for your
customers, and this is something to celebrate! With GDPR comes
transparency with your customers and with that comes trust from
your consumers.
Security - 50% security breaches happen as a result of careless
employees. Heightened security processes required by GDPR combat
these errors through firewalls, staff education and encryption and
have long-lasting benefits for businesses.
Data storage - Now that all your data is stored in a centralised
location, it can be used to establish trends, patterns and help you
predict the future. Your organisation will be empowered to use a
data-centric approach and level technology.
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FACTS AND QUESTIONS
What is personal data?

How will I be held accountable?

Although there are some similarities between the DPA
and GDPR, the new regulation is more detailed and takes
account of a much wider range of personal data under
its protection. The definition of ‘personal data’ is more
expansive than before and considers online identifiers such
as an IP address as personal data. This change reflects
changes in technology and the way organisations now
collect information.

As mentioned above, the GDPR is legally binding. If you
are not compliant by 25th May 2018, you will be held
accountable.

The GDPR considers the following as a wider definition of
‘personal data’:
“An identifiable person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly (…), in particular by reference to an identifier
such as a name, an identification number, location data,
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the
physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that person.”

Ouch! This is the maximum fine that can be imposed for
serious infringements such as the violation of privacy laws.
The sanctioning of fines will be applied in a two-tiered
regime. Other breaches can be fined up to €10m or 2% of
global turnover by authoritative bodies.

Who does the GDPR apply to?
Any company that processes or controls the personal data
of EU citizens must adhere to the GDPR. This is regardless
of their geographical location. Even if your business is not
physically based in Europe, you must be GDPR compliant if
you are handling or using the personal data of any European
resident.

What if I’m already DPA compliant?
Being DPA compliant will certainly give you a head start
over companies who are not. It’s likely you’ll have some
of the infrastructure and processes in place which will be
required for GDPR compliancy. However, it’s likely that you
will still need to make adjustments. Although the GDPR
retains much of what is set out in the previous directive,
there have been many changes to the principles.
The ICO’s 12 step guide to becoming GDPR compliant is
a useful tool in understanding more about preparing for
compliancy.

Will Brexit impact the GDPR?
UK businesses will still need to be GDPR compliant after
Brexit. All UK businesses must be GDPR compliant by 25th
May 2018 as the UK Government has committed to the
regulation despite the decision to leave the EU. Unlike
the Data Protection Directive, the GDPR is a regulation
which means it is legislatively binding – so businesses must
comply.

START THE JOURNEY TO COMPLIANCY TODAY.

The regulation provides more protection for EU consumers
and holds businesses accountable for their data handling
and processing, with huge fines of up to € 20 million or 4%
of global turnover – whichever is greater.

You should note that these fines are discretionary, as
opposed to mandatory. Fines are imposed on a case by case
basis and must be “effective, proportionate and dissuasive”
– there isn’t a “one-size-fits-all” fine.

So, what can I do to prepare?
Most
importantly,
should
make sure that decision
So,
what canyou
I do
to prepare?
makers in your organisation are aware and familiar with the
Most importantly, you should make sure that decision
changes in data protection laws. Reading this is a good first
makers in your organisation are aware and familiar
step.
with the changes in data protection laws. Reading
this is a good first step.
In truth, there’s quite a lot that your business must do to
prepare for the GDPR. Educating yourself so you know what
In truth, there’s quite a lot that your business must
everything means is a good start. From there, building a
do to prepare for the GDPR. Educating yourself so
relationship with an IT partner may help you in the process
you know what everything means is a good start.
and can take the weight and pressure of IT compliancy off
From there, building a relationship with an IT partner
your shoulders. Key obligations within the GDPR can be
may help you in the process and can take the weight
outsourced to an IT provider, including data encryption and
and pressure of IT compliancy off your shoulders. Key
backup, data processing and breach notification to name
obligations within the GDPR can be outsourced to
just a few.
an IT provider, including data encryption and backup,
data processing and breach notification to name just
In addition to this, it’s vital to ensure your staff are fully
a few.
equipped to understand and identify what constitutes as a
data breach. Employee error is one of the biggest causes of
In addition to this, it’s vital to ensure your staff are
security threats in SMEs and they can be the weakest link
fully equipped to understand and identify what
in your security. Training such as ST User Security educates
constitutes as a data breach. Employee error is one
your staff to recognise cyberattacks and helps you to
of the biggest causes of security threats in SMEs
protect your business from attacks.
and they can be the weakest link in your security.
Training such as ST User Security educates your staff
to recognise cyberattacks and helps you to protect
your business from attacks.
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GDPR JARGON BUSTER
JARGON
Accountability

W H AT I T A C T U A L LY M E A N S
Accountability comes from developing the knowledge, resources and management skills required
for adhering to the GDPR. Understanding and knowing who in your business owns data will create
accountability.

Data Subject

Natural Person

Legal Person

Personal Data

This is the individual the personal data is about

In legal terms, a natural person is an individual human being.

This is an individual, company, or other entitiy which has legal rights.

A person’s data (name, ID number, location data, online identifiers). Also includes factors specific to the
physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of the natural person.

Personally Identifiable
Information (PII)

Consent

Any information (data) that allows you to identify an individual person

Clear positive action or unambiguous indication an individual gives to show they agree with the processing of
their Personal Data. Also known as ‘permissions’, consent can be given via verbal agreement or in writing.

Data Breach

This is what you don’t want to happen. This happens when the security of an individual’s Personal Data is
compromised and exposed. The loss of customer data can result in huge repercusions for your business
through brand damage, loss of consumer trust, or even a find of up to €20 million or 4% global turnover.

Data Controller

The organisation that collects and uses Personal Data. This is a person who determines the purposes for
which, and the manner in which, any personal data are, or are to be, processed.

Data Processor

The organisation that processes personal data on behalf of the Data Controller. The Data Processor is any
person (other than an employee of the Data Controller) who processes data on behalf of the Data Controller.

Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA)

Double Opt-in

The way to identify any risks in the methods used to process data

This is one for the marketers. Under GDPR, ‘soft’ opt-ins are no longer good enough. Double Opt-in adds a
layer of confirmation to your signup process before you can add subscribers to your list.

The Right to be
Forgotten

Judicial Remedy

This is where an individual can request the deletion or removal of personal data where there is no
compelling reason for its continued processing.

The means with which a court of law enforces a right, imposes a penalty, or makes another court order to
impose its will.

SAFEGUARD YOUR IT BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE.

0800 292 2230
www.supporttree.co.uk
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